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A Governor Tqfing to Elude the
Sophomore Slump
By DANNY HAKIM

ALBANY - Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo, the consummate strategist, ran out of leverage this

spring.

A year after the governor made headlines by winning approval of same-sex marriage,

lau,.rynakers concluded their second legislative session under Mr. Cuomo last week on an

anticlimactic note. And perhaps that is no surprise.

Mr. Cuomo used his power over the decennial redistricting process to win some victories in

March: He was able to get lawmakers, who wanted him to sign the gerrymandered

legisiative maps they had drawn, to agree to curb pension benefits for future public workers,

to create a more rigorous system for evaluating schoolteachers, and to take the first step

toward legalizing a significant expansion of casino gambling.

But those victories came at a cost. After Mr. Cuomo, a Democrat, signed the much-maligned

redistricting maps into law, his influence over the Legislature, and par[icularly the

Republican-led Senate, ebbed. The Senate spurned his calls to decriminalize the possession

of small amounts of marijuana and to rewrite campaign finance laws, and rejected a

proposal by Assembly Democrats to raise the minimum wage.

By some measures, it was a quiet session. An analysis by the New York Public Interest

Research Group found that the Legislature passed fewer bills this year than any other since

at least tgr4. Of course, given how derided much of the legislation that emerges from

A1bany is, that is not necessarily a bad thing.

The governor, who tends to praise the Legislature and his own accomplishments effusively

in public, allowed some frustration to show in a recent radio interview, in which he took a

rare shot at the Senate Republicans, a caucus that he has successfully courted throughout

his tenure. "I think there's no doubt that the State Senate heard the conservative wing of the

parff," he said., "and they're reacting to it, and that will now be an issue in this campaign

season."
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Mr. Cuomo did have achievements in the second half of the year: For example, the

Legislature agreed to create a new state agency to police abuse and neglect of people with

developmental disabilities and mental illnesses, which Mr. Cuomo had said was his top

priority. But there were setbacks, too, like the dissolution, for now, of the governor's

proposal to help a Malaysian casino company build the nation's largest convention center in

Queens. And there are still significant problems, including the fact that much of upstate

New York remains economically battered.

That said, the governor's poll numbers have been consistently high. He has restored a sense

that the state is being competently managed after a remarkably chaotic period of scandal,

and in winning the passage of same-sex marriage, as well as a cap on property tax increases,

he was able to establish his brand as a fiscal moderate and a social progressive.

Mr. Cuomo has chosen superlatives like'oexceptional" and "extraordinary" to describe his

tenure, and he has called the last year and a half "one of the most successful in modern

political history." But he also faces challenges that are common among governors in their

sophomore years: finding new ideas to excite the second half of their terms, and

maintaining the negotiating muscle to deliver on promises.

In an interview on Friday, Mr. Cuomo said he had understood his strategic limitations

heading into the year and responded by front-loading his calendar. [.ast December, he

mitigated much of the projected state deficit by restructuring New York's tax code, lowering

taxes for the middle class while creating a new high-tax bracket for the state's top earners.

Sensing that his hand would weaken after the middle of the session, he said, he pushed

through most of his policy ideas before the end of March.

"This is a d5mamic of dealing with legislative bodies," he said.

In the first three months of the year, Mr. Cuomo said, negotiations over the budget and

redistricting gave him and lawmakers what he called "an exponential point of mutuality,"

adding, "We need a better word than leverage."

"I know in years pas! during my father, we didn't think this way," he said, seated in the

same office his father, Mario M. Cuomo, occupied as governor from 1983 to L994.

"Basically, you just proposed what you proposed."

However, Mr. Cuomo said, he concluded that it was important to acknowledge shifting

dynamics over the course of a legislative session.

"There's a rhythm to the legislative session and there are rhythms to legislative sessions," he

said. "So I think that's very important to take into consideration when you are deciding what
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to do when."

The governor will have more opportunities to influence the Legislature. I;awmakers have

not received a pay raise in a dozen years, and they are eager to approve one after this fall's

election, St ring Mr. Cuomo another "point of mutuality." On Friday, he said he was "open to

it," though he will doubtless seek support for elements of his policy agenda in return.

The governor, who has been talked about as a potential zot6 presidential candidate, wffi

happy to discuss his stratery for dealing with the Legislature, but demurred when asked if
the same tactics could work with Congress.

"\,Ve were having such a nice conversation," he said, smiling. "Why? Why do you feel the

need?"
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